
Epoxy Acrylic Coating

Pavisport
Acrylic painting for sport floors

Enforcements
For sport courts, frontenis courts and sports centers.
Excellent mating and adherence with slip effect.
Ecologic without enviroment contamination.
Over smooth surfaces, nonabsorbent... sand before 
and open porous, in order to secure a good anchorage.

Usage way

Associated products

The supports have to be healthy, clean and without dust, greases and 
other construction remains.
Eliminates the mold contamination with the adequated products, 
sandblast, bleach...
Do not apply with humidity > 85%, also not over wet supports.

Shake until obtaining a perfect homogenizing:
- First layer: dilute a10-15% with water.
- Other layers: dilute between 5-10% with water.

- Apply with adequeate tool, roll, brush, airless...

*Pavigrout
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Painting formulated in dispersion 100% acrylic pure.

Easy application.
Floor renovation.
Water base, not inflammable

Product

Application teperature: 5- 30ºC
Viscosity (22oC): 80 dPa.s
Specific weight: 1.40 kg/l
Brightness: silky
Dry touch time: 30 min.
Repainting: 8 hours minimum

*All the information described has been obtained in standard 
essays and it can oscillate depending on the workplace conditions.

Performances

Packaging

Color

Consumption

Preservation

Red and green
Others on demand

6-8 m2/kg (1 pass) and depending on the 
absorption of the support

In the closed original container and sheltered from outdoors 
and humidity: 1 year

22 kg containers
792 kg pallets (36 containers)

IMPORTANT
The observations and prescriptions of this data sheet, although corresponding to our best experience, should be considered, in any case, purely indicative, and
should be tested by exhaustive practical applications; therefore, before using the product, the user must establish whether or not it is suitable for the intended
use, and assumes all liability that may arise from its use. Once the product has been handled or applied, the manufacturer shall not assume any claim
whatsoever, nor any liability as to the manner, mode and conditions of application.


